
Theatro saves lives!

Bring your emergency procedures to life using the Theatro Intelligent Assistant to mobilize store teams 
and deliver critical information to improve responsiveness when every second is critical. Updating your 
emergency preparedness plan to include the Theatro Emergency App Suite safeguards your employees 
and customers when disaster strikes.

Theatro’s Intelligent Assistant mobilizes and keeps everyone informed. Theatro communicates critical 
emergency-specific instruction to store management and associates via the Theatro Communicator 
while notifying the appropriate district/regional/headquarters leadership via the Theatro Manager App. 

Theatro’s Intelligent Assistant provides decision support. In the event of an emergency, accurate real-
time information is critical. Theatro provides employee location information, exit locations, and 
emergency status directly to the ear of the appropriate employee/manager. 

Emergency situations are serious and unexpected - don’t be caught unprepared. Theatro intelligently 
connects employees to each other and to critical emergency preparedness protocols saving time 
during moments of crisis when every second counts. 

Theatro’s Emergency App Suite



Inclement Weather

Headquarters, regional leadership, and management can trigger inclement weather alerts with specific 
preparation instructions. Safeguard your employees and assets as early as possible by effectively 
mobilizing store teams.

Power Failure

Store leadership is able to immediately access 
power failure procedures to minimize impacts to 
store business and ensure a safe environment for 
employees and customers. 

Evacuation Code Adam

Medical Emergency

In the event of a life-threatening incident like a fire, 
gas leak, or bomb threat an immediate evacuation 
is necessary to protect the lives of customers and 
employees. Theatro’s Intelligent Assistant uses 
your standard evacuation procedures, 
automatically mobilizing the right employees at the 
right time to get everyone out safely. Theatro 
provides decision support to empower store 
leadership to take appropriate actions when 
disaster strikes.

Every 40 seconds a child goes missing somewhere 
in the United States. The Theatro Intelligent 
Assistant provides direction and critical information 
to store teams to effectively execute store 
processes to find missing children/parents in a 
situation where every second counts.

Store employees use the Theatro Intelligent 
Assistant to obtain critical information and notify 
store leadership and first aid certified staff in the 
event of a medical emergency. Through the power 
of intelligently connecting employees and 
providing emergency operations assistance, 
Theatro helps store teams keep control of the 
situation and alleviate anxiety.  

Saves lives with
Theatro’s Emergency App Suite

Emergency preparedness can mean the
difference between loss and survival

Chemical Spill

Store associates immediately access appropriate 
procedures in the event of a chemical spill. Keep 
customers safe and clean up fast with efficient 
response coordination. 
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